ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Turbulent flow in variable .araa,',ducts is of practical importance. Power generation units, air conditioning duCtsavat exchanger devices, and conveying ducts are just few examples. In the area otagneto hydrodynamics (MHD), converging diverging ducts were the subject of ma , y fruitful basic studies [7] . Figure 1 shows the diffuser section of a MHD duct where the two diverging sides represent the insulators while the two-parallel sides simulate the electrodes.
In the mean time, some devices such as circular rings and vane swirlers are inserted in plain tubes to mignient heat transfer coefficient [1] . These devices disturb or break down the traindary layer and hence augment the heat transfer.
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From this prospective, multi-convergent divergent ducts might be good candidates for the enhancement of heat transfer processes without excessive pressure drop.
Close analysis of previous studies of MHD and heat transfer augmentation indicates that most of these studies focused on mean flow characteristics. However, the increase in transport quantities of these studies is due to the increase of turbulent diffusion caused by random motion of turbulence eddies. Therefore, a deeper insight into the interaction between the mean flow and turbulence quantities with the effect of area changes seems essential for optimum engineering desicjn.
Nowadays, numerical solution of highly complicated turbt lent flows is becoming a design toot/ for many engineering applications [ mounted orthogonally in the x-y plane. Each wire length to diameter ratio is large enough to neglect end conduction effects. The hot wire system is of the constant temperature anemometer type made by Dantic Company [3] and is recently used by Enayet et al. [5] . The main components of this system are the probe, the bridge, the main unit, the hardware signal processing module and a personal computer. A computer software is used to drive a fully automated two-dimensional traverse mechanism and to perform the data processing. Description of the hot wire technique, its accuracy and limitations and its advantages in measuring turbulent flow fields are reported in the literature [2 &15] and will not repeated here.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The measured mean velocity components at the inlet plane of the test section are presented first to highlight the inlet conditions and to clarify the accuracy of the present measurements. Distributions of the flow variables within the first diffuser subsection are then presented. After that, measurements at geometrically similar axial stations are compared with each other to show the effect of the preceding cross-sectional area variation on the measurements. Throughout the whole presentation, the flow variables are normalized using the centerline velocity at the test section entrance plane (Ue) and the traverse distance is normalized by half the duct width at the same plane (b). All experimental data are represented by symbols while curve fittings of these data are represented by lines (except in Fig. 4a , the line represents the seventh power law). Fig. 4a shows the distribution of U/U c with the value of n = 7. The discrepancy between the seventh power law and the present data might be attributed to the present Reynolds number which is relatively high. As indicated by Mostafa [13] , a value of n = 7.5, gives the best fit of the mean flow data considered in his work. As shown in Fig. 2 , air flows through a straight duct of length to width ratio of 22.5 before entering the test section. This configuration allows the traverse profiles at the test section entrance plane to approach the shape of fully developed flow [11] . As demonstrated in previous studies [2&15], the accuracy of hot wire measurements can be estimated by the ratio of the traverse to axial velocity in a fully developed flow. As thus, Fig. 4 indicates that the accuracy of the present measurements is quite acceptable. Fig. 4b shows that the traverse mean velocity is skew-symmetrical about the duct centerline with zero value at the centerline and it is of the order of two percent of its corresponding axial component. This distribution is consistent with the mean velocity profiles presented in Fig. 4a and indicates that the geometrical centerline coincides with the flow centerline. As thus, the rest of the results are presented over half of the duct width only. Figure 5 presents the traverse distributions of the normalized mean quantities at Sts. 1, 2 and 3. It should be noted that St. 2 has a 25 % increase in flow cross-sectional area compared with that at St. 1, while St. 3 has a 50 % increase. The effect of adverse pressure gradient or the increase in cross sectional area on the mean flow is clear as can be seen from Fig. 5a . It shows that the values of mean streamwise velocity at St. 3 are smaller than the corresponding ones at St. 1, especially near the wall. The LI/Us profile presented in Fig. 5a indicates that turbulent flow in the diffuser subsection can generally be divided into three major flow regimes. The first region is near the diffuser centerline, which corresponds to an inviscid core region where the influence of the wall is relatively small. The typical decrease in the centerline mean velocity with x in this region is seen in Fig.5a . The second regime is the near wall region which is similar to the near-wall flow of a turbulent boundary layer subjected to a severe adverse pressure gradient [18] . The third region, between the core and the boundary layer, represents a highly distorted turbulent flow with large variations in the U-velocity gradients. In this region, the turbulence levels and rate of turbulence production and dissipation are greatly in excess of their corresponding values of a zero-pressure-gradient boundary flow [18 &22 ]. Figure 5b compares the mean traverse velocity distributions at Sts. 1, 2 and 3. It shows positive traverse velocity that increase with the increase of the flow area. However, the highest: value is still about 7% of U. This distribution indicates that the mean traverse flow maim is frorn the core to fill-up the expanded flow area near the wall. The nearest to the wall measured mean streamwise velocity, at St. 3. is about 14 % of ti c (see Fig. 5a ). The kinetic energy of the mean flow at that point is almost negligible compared with that of the centerline (Fig. 5c ). This observation reflects the tendency of boundary layer separation and formation of reversed flow region near the test section corners. This is in agreement with previous studies of plane diffusers [8,11,12,18&22] . These studies concluded that appreciable flow stall can not be seen when the diffuser wall has a small divergence angle and short length. The experimental results of Kline at al. [8] can be expressed by the correlation:
where 0 is the divergence angle and Id is the diffuser. length. At certain 8, with Id/21b greater than that given by this correlation, the boundary layer separates from the wall. The flow then becomes unsteady and asymmetry with large-scale vortices that fluctuate along and across the mean flow. The wall angle of the present diffuser subsections is not large (5.7°) and moreover the maximum Id/213 is only 2.5. According to Eq. (1), at 0 = 5.7°, Id/2b should be greater than 6 to encounter any appreciable separation. Based on this analysis, it is not expected to have a circulation or flow stall in the present diffuser subsections. However, and because of the very wide angle of the corner (about 169°) , it is expected to encounter a recirculation region of a small size at the duct corners. As indicated in the discussion of Fig. 5a , this region is not captured in the measurement course and was not the focus of the present study.
In the mean time, Mobarak et al. [12] reported measurements of a two-dimensional diffuser of a wall angle of 5°, which is nearly the same as the angle of the present diffuser subsections. They used both a hot wire anemometer and five-hole pressure probe to measure the velocity field. The measurements were taken at six crosssections distributed along the diffuser axis which are equivalent to x/2b = 0.0, 0.55, 1.67, 2.78, 3.89, and 5. At these stations, they did not encounter any reversed flow. As thus, the present results are in agreement with the experimental findings of Kline et al. [8] and Mobarak et al. [12] . 
T 0 where U(t) and V(t) are instantaneous velocities, t is the time, and T is the averaging time. The skewness measures the symmetry of the probability density function (PDF) while the flatness measures the deviation of the PDF of the velocity profile compared with a Gaussian PDF profile. Flatness higher/lower than 3 indicates considerable velocities having higher/lower values than the mean velocity. This means the existence of thicker/thinner tails than that of Gaussian PDF profile. Skewness; of zero means a symmetric PDF of a homogeneous-isotropic turbulence for small aid large scale eddies (i.e., ideal turbulence in a box) [6] . Results in Fig. 7 show large variations of U,s, V,s, U,f and V,f over y/b at different stations. It also indicates that the location of the measuring station has a great effect on these parameters, especially at the centerline. Figure 7 also shows large non-zero skewness (both positive and negative) and flatness far from 3. The results presented in Fig, 7 may explain the limitations of turbulence models, which assume isotropic turbulence in predicting complex flows [11&1 5]. The discrepancies between the predictions (obtained by k-E model where k is the kinetic energy of turbulence end e is its dissipation rate) and the experimental data of the same geometry used in the present work reaches up to fifty percent at the boundary layer edge near the duct walls [11] .
Figures 8-10 assess the change of the flow due to area variation. In these figures, the distributions of the normalized mean and turbulence quantities as well as higher turbulence moments are presented at Sts. 6 and 8. St. 6 is in the middle of a divergent subsection while St. 8 is in the middle of a convergent subsection, see Fig. 3 Figure 8a shows that the centerline value of U/1.1 c at St. 8 is smaller than the corresponding value at St. 6. This behavior reflects the more lateral uniformity of Ullic distributior within the convergent subsection compared with that in the divergent subsection. Figure 8b shows that V/14 is positive over the whole cross-section of St. 6 while it is negative at St. 8. This means that the flow moves away from the centerline towards the duct walls within the diverging subsection while it moves towards the centerline within the converging subsection. However, the non-zero V value at the centerline at St. 6 (also in Figs. 5b & 11b) reflects an experimental error that might be attributed to little deviation between the measuring location and geometrical axis. It should be noted that the hot wire equations for the effective cooling velocities could give the direction of V with respect to the y-coordinate. This can be done provided that the x-wire probe is in the correct direction for U provided U ka The x-wire measurements are not valid only if the direction of U is not known which is not the case in the present study. The normalized kinetic energy distributions presented in Fig. 8c show that the mean flow has higher kinetic energy at St. 6 than that of St. 8. However, St. 8 has higher values in the near wall region. Figure 9 compares the second order moments at Sts. 6 and 8. This figure indicates that both u/Lic and v/1.1c increase almost linearly with the traverse distance until their highest -vallues at the edge of the boundary layer. Fig. 9c shows that the ratio of 'du ranges from 0.5 (close to the wall) to 0.65 (at the centerline). The shear stress distribution reported in Fig. 9d indicates that St. 6 has higher shear stress than that of St. 8. This distribution is consistent with the mean velocity profiles presented in Fig. 8 which reflects that St. 6 has higher velocity gradients than those at St. 8 (especially in the wall region) and hence higher turbulence levels. The peak value of tiPI at St. 6 is almost five times of the corresponding value at St. 8. This result proposes the use of shorter length of the convergent part than that of the divergent subsection. In this way, the length of the convergent subsections, with low turbulent diffusion, are reduced and its function will be just to flatten the velocity profile or decrease the boundary layer thickness before entering a new divergent subsection. Figure 10 presents the variation of higher order moments with the traverse distance at Sts. 6 and 8. It can be seen from this figure that the variation of the higher order moments over the lateral distance is larger than that of St. 8. This observation indicates 1:hat the turbulence at St. 8 which is located in the middle of the convergent subsectior is more isotropic or homogeneous than that at St. 6 which is in the middle of the divergent subsection. Figures 11-13 present the traverse distribution of the normalized flow var ables at three geometrically similar stations of equal areas, Sts. 1, 5 and 9. As thus, any differences in the flow variables might be attributed to the flow history, which is controlled by the ability of the fluid particles to adjust their dynamics caused by the preceding geometry. St. 1 is preceded by a long straight duct, while Sts. 5 and 9 are located between convergent and divergent subsections. As thus and as might be expected, Fig. 11 indicates that the mean quantities at Sts. 5 and 9 are closer to each other compared to those at St. 1. The large-scale structure can be vi sualized from the sign of V shown in Fig. 11 b. This Figure shows positive lateral mean velocity at St. 1 which might be attributed to the existence of a divergent subsection downstream St. 1. In contrast to the expectations of vanishing lateral velocity component at the throat cross-sectional areas, Fig. 11b shows negative lateral mean velocities. This means that the effects of convergent subsections preceded Sts. 5 and 9 overwhelm the effects of the divergent subsections downstream these stations. Fig. 11c indicates that the maximum kinetic energy of the mean flow at St. 9 is not at the centerline, similar to St. 1, but rather is located in the highly distorted region between the core and boundary layer regions. Figure 12 indicates that u/li c at Sts. 5 and 9 are smaller than the corresponding values at St. 1. In contrast to this, Fig. 12b shows the v/li c values at Sts. 5 and 9 are higher than those of St. 1. The distribution of v/u, in Fig. 12c , has the general characteristics of the distributions of both u/U c and v/Ue shown in Fig. 12a&b . As thus, Fig. 12c indicates that the large scale or energetic eddies are more isotropic (v/u closer to one) at Sts. 5 and 9 compared with those at St. 1. The distributions presented in Fig. 12d indicate that the level of shear stress at St. 1 is slightly higher than that of Sts. 5 and 9. This behavior of the cross-correlation Tv is consistent with the less isotropic turbulence encountered at St. 1 when compared with the turbulence levels at Sts. 5 and 9 (see also Fig. 12c ). Figure 13 presents the traverse distributions of the skewness and flatness at Sts. 1, 5 and 9. This figure shows that the values of V,s are relatively larger than that of U,s. The same is true for V,f and LJ,f which is consistent with the existence of the lateral spreading of strong large-scale coherent eddies in the lateral direction.
SUMMSRY AND CONCLUSIONS
Detailed measurements of turbulent flow field in a multi-convergent divergent duct are presented. These data are obtained using a hot wire anemometer having an xprobe. Results at the entrance plane and eight other selected downstream stations of the test section are presented and analyzed. The conclusions that can be drawn from the present study are summarized as: 1. The increase in the flow cross-sectional area creates a mean lateral fluid motion, which results in thicker boundary layer. This change in the mean flow increases the r.m.s. in the streamwise direction. Therefore, turbulence eddies become less isotropic or homogeneous when compared with those of straight duct flow. 2. The energetic large-scale turbulence eddies are less isotropic with lower coherent structure near the wall than those in the core region.
3. The throat cross-sectional areas have more homogeneous turbulence Than that at the entrance plane of the test section, which is preceded by a straight duct. 4. The upstream geometrical configuration effect on the flow structure is higher than that of identical downstream configuration. This emphasis the importance of inlet boundary conditions even for elliptic problems. This point explains the failure of ke model, which is based on the local isotropy assumption to predict diffuser flows. 5. The shear stress and hence the turbulent diffusion level in diffuser subsections are much higher than that encountered in convergent subsections. This observation may be considered in the implementation of multi-convergent divergent ducts in heat exchanger applications. 
